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THE DOUBLE CENTRALIZER ALGEBRA

AS A LINEAR SPACE

ROBERT A. FONTENOT

ABSTRACT.    Let  A   be a  C*-algebra and  M(A) be the double centralizer

algebra of A.   The properties semireflexivity, nuclearity,   (DF),  and strict

compactness of the unit ball are characterized in M(A ) endowed with the

strict topology.

1. Introduction.   Throughout this paper A  denotes a  C*-algebra.   A

double centralizer of A   is a pair  (T, S) where  T and  S  are bounded linear

operators on A   which satisfy the relation  xT(y) = Six)y, V x, y £ A.    The set

of all such pairs, denoted M(A), has a natural C*-algebra structure and A

may be regarded as a closed two-sided ideal of MiA).    R. C. Busby [2] ini-

tiated the study of   MiA) for A   a  C*-algebra wherein he defined the strict

topology  /3 (generalizing Buck's topology UJ) as that having the seminorms x

—* ||xa||  and x —> ||ax||  for x £ MiA) and a £ A.   D. C. Taylor [l2], [l3lhas

made an extensive study of MiA).

In this paper 5 denotes a locally compact Hausdorff space and   CQ(S)

the continuous complex functions  vanishing  at  infinity  on  S.    C* is)

(= MCqW)) denotes the continuous bounded complex functions on 5.   If F is

a topological vector space,  F' denotes its dual.   M(A)„ denotes M(A) with

the strict topology.   If no other topology on  M(A) is mentioned, we mean the

norm topology.

In this paper we characterize nuclearity, semireflexivity, property (DF)

and compactness of the unit ball of  M(A)„.

2. Results.

2.1 Notation.   Let f £ M(A)'  and  b £ M(A).   The functionals  b-f and

/ • b  on  M(A) are defined by the equations  b • f(x) = f(xb) and / • b(x) =

f(bx),  for x eM(A).   If b £ A,  then  b • / and / • b £ M(A)'/3 [13, 2.2 and 2.3].

2.2 Definition.     Let !<4fi|p £ P\ be a family of Banach spaces or C*-

algebras.   By  2A     we mean ix = (x ) in IlA Jsup ||x  ||  < °c] with pointwise

operations.   By the subdirect sum or restricted product of the family, denoted
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(5A   )0,  we mean   \x = (x   ) e IA   | V e > 0, ||x   || > e for at most finitely many

p e P\.   By (2Ap)p   we mean  {x e 2Ap|2||xp|| < <*).   If A    = A,  for all p,

2Aft  is denoted  /""(A).

Our first two results generalize results of Collins [3, Theorems 4.1,

4.10].

2.3 Proposition.-   MiA) has a  B-compact unit ball iff A  is a subdirect

sum irestricted product) of finite-dimensional C*-algebras.

Proof.   First we show that left or right multiplication by an element of

A  is a compact operator on  A   if MiA) has a  /3-compact unit ball.   Let  a e

A   and   B  be the unit ball in  A.    Then  B  is  /3-totally bounded so  aB  and

Ba  are norm totally bounded subsets of A.    Apply   Y6, 4.7.21].

The converse is clear.

2.4 Theorem.   MiA)„ is nuclear [9] iff A  is finite-dimensional.

Proof.   If MiA)a is nuclear, the unit ball is   A   is  /3-compact.   By 2.3,

A = ilA   )Q,  where each A     is finite-dimensional; hence  MiA) = SA     (see

2.2 and U3, 3.l]).   In a nuclear space, every unconditionally summable series

is absolutely summable L9, p. 184].   Suppose that the index set   P is infi-

nite.   Choose an infinite sequence \p  \x ,   from  P,  let  e    denote the iden-
^ rn n=l ' n

tity in  A„    and let  e'   be the element of MiA) which has value   e    in the
Pn. "       . ".

p th   coordinate and zero in the other coordinates.   Since   \e   \      .   is uncon-
rn n n =1

ditionally summable, but not absolutely summable,   P  is finite;  hence A   is

finite-dimensional.

The converse is clear.

Our next result concerns property  (DF) of Grothendieck and a related

property  (WDF) defined by Collins and Dorroh  (see [4, pp. 162—163] for

definitions).   In [4] it is shown that (DF) implies  (WDF) and in [ll] Summers

gives the converse.   We extend these results in 2.7.

2.5 Definition.   Let A  be a Banach algebra with approximate identity

and  V  a Banach space which is an A-module with action of A   on   V denoted

by  a • v  for a e A, v e V.    Vis called essential if for some (or, for all) ap-

proximate identity  \e   \p e P\ tor A, \\e    • v — u|| —> 0 for each  v e V.

2.6 Definition.   Let A  be a  C*-algebra.   MiA)^ is  (WDF) if, for each

Hermitian sequence  {a   j00,   in  A, V =P)°C=i ^    absorbs points of MiA)

implies  V is a  B zero neighborhood in  MiA) where  V   - \x eAf(A): \\xa  ||

< 1  and   ||flnx|| < 1].

2.7 Theorem.   The following implications hold; (1) iff (2) iff (3) and

(3)  implies (4).

(1) MiA)^ is (DF);

(2) MiA)^ is (WDF);
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(3) /°°(a) is an essential A-module under both left and right actions;

(4) // A  is separable, then  A  has an identity.

Proof. (1) implies (2) is clear. To show (2) —» (3), let \e \p e P\ be

an approximate identity for A and let a = \a^\ e /°C(A). Let V = 0^11 V„

where   V   = \x e M(A): \\xa   II < 1 and IIa  x\\ < 1\.   Since  V is closed, ab-
72 " n M   — "    72     "   — '

solutely convex, and absorbs points,   V  is a  j8 zero neighborhood.   As

e     —*  I (the identity of  M(A) in the strict topology),  e    - / £ V eventually

so   ||(efi — l)a   ||   and   ||a  (e    - /)||  both converge to zero uniformly in n.   Thus

lx(A) is essential.

For (3) implies   (4),  note  ex —> x uniformly on the unit ball of A

since A  is separable and /""XA) is an essential A-module.   Therefore by

[lO, Theorem 3.2, p, 146],  e   —>/ uniformly, so A has an identity.

For (3) implies  (1),  let H - U^l^    ke a suhset of the unit ball in

M(A)o Ll3, 2.2] and each  H    be equicontinuous.   We must show that H is

equicontinuous.   Examining the proof of U3, 2.6] we see that   3a = \a   \x_-,  £

lx(A) with  IIaII < 8   such that H   C V° (polar of V  ) where  V   = \x £ M(A):

||xaj < 1 and  ||anx|| < l!.   Thus H C JJ~=1 V°, so  [9, p. 126] we have that

V° C the  /3-weak-* closure of the set sum  X° + Y° where  Y    = \x £ M(A);

||xaj| < 1}  and  Xn = ix £ M(A); ||«n*|| < l!.   Let  /3j   and  jS2  denote the

topologies on  M(A) given by right and left multiplications, respectively, by

elements of A.   In [13, 2.1-2.2], [lo] it is shown that M(A)'/3   = M(A)'j3   =

M(A)'„.  Thus, by Alaoglu's theorem applied to  M(A)„     and M(A)„ , X° and

Y°  are   /3-weak-* compact and, hence,  X° + V°  is  /3-weak-* closed in M(A)jB-

We now calculate  X°   and   Y°.   Clearly   !/•«„:/ £ M(A)'  and   ||/|| <l|CX°

(see 2.1).   On the other hand, if h € X°,  then   |Mx)| < ||« ^||   for all x e M(A)

so the linear functional g defined on  a  M(A) by g(a x) = t;(x) satisfies

||g|| < 1.   Extend g  to / in  M(A)'  such that   ||/|| < 1.   Then, if x £ M(A),

/. an(x) =/(a^x) = g(anx) = h(x).   Thus / • a^ = h,   so X° *»{/•«,: ||/|| < 11.

Similarly,   Y° = ia^ . /" ||/|| < 1}.   Thus   H C f/ • «n + a^ Tg: ||/|| < 1, ||g|| < 1,

72 = 1, 2, 3,...!. Using (3),  let a e A   and  i&^l £ lx(A) such that ab    = b*a

= a^.   Using Taylor's criterion [13, Theorem 2.6], it is now clear that H is

/3-equicontinuous.   Finally, since  /3-bounded sets are uniformly bounded [10,

Theorem 4.6, p. 149], we see that M(A)„ is  (DF).

Taylor [13, 2.1-2.3] has shown that M(A)'J3 "is" A'. Our next result

answers the questions of when the resulting natural injection of M(A) into

A " is onto. This result has been obtained also in [8], [14] using different

proofs and from points of view different from ours.

2.8   Lemma.   Let A  be a regular (and Hausdorff) topological space and

F a subspace of A.    F is relatively compact if every net in  F has a cluster

point in A.
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2.9  Theorem.   MiA)„ is semireflexive [9, p. 143] iff A  is a dual   C*-

algebra [6, p. 99].

Proof.   If A  is dual, A = (2A   )Q  (see 2.2) where A     is the algebra of

compact operators on some Hilbert space  H    [6, p. 99].   Since  M(A   ) = B(H   )

[2],  M(A)= $BiHp) [13, 3.1],  so M(A)' = (2A')1  and M(Affi = ilA'p)[ =

—A" = 2B(f/   ) since the bidual of the algebra of compact operators on H     is

B(H   ) [6],   Since the strong topology on  MiA)'g equals the norm topology on

(2A')j,  we see that  MiA)„ is semireflexive.

For the converse, we show that aF  and  Fa  are relatively weakly com-

pact subsets of A,  where  a  e A  and  F is the unit ball of  A   [6, p. 99].   Let

x    be a net in  F  and a e A.   By semireflexivity, the unit ball  B  in  M(A) is

/3-weakly compact, so x    clusters to xQ e B.    Let / e A    and g be a norm-

preserving extension of / to MiA).   Then g • a e MiA)'„ [13, 2.2], so \g •

aix   - xQ)\ clusters to zero.   Hence  \fiax   - axX)\ clusters to zero, i.e.,

lax   j clusters weakly to  axn.   Conclude using 2.8.
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